SOA Anti-doping update 8/3/2022
While significant progress was made in Q4 2021 completing the initial SOA submission to
UKAD, the submission has not been accepted completely. Some further work is required
and the deadline for completing it is rapidly approaching (end of Q1 ’22).
Current outstanding elements are:
1. Providing proof that members of affiliated clubs are bound by SOA rules and policies,
2. Establishing an accessible system for temporary retirement, communicating this to
members of SOA and providing evidence of this to UKAD,
3. Supplying UKAD with a copy of Board minutes that state that the SOA anti-doping
policy has been approved by the SOA Board.
Some of these requirements are pedantic: while UKAD did promise a ‘lightness of touch’
there is a gap between their actions and their words – light touch pedantry is still pedantry.
So where are we and what needs to be done?
1. I have the SOA articles of association and the Solway club rules – they just about link
and I will submit the relevant paragraphs from each. If other clubs have a document
that ties members to SOA policies and rules, sending a copy to me would be helpful
(demonstrating that such requirements are present in a selection of club rules).
2. A system has been set up for temporary retirement as shared at the last Board
meeting. It involves use of a Google form. I have tested it and others are invited to
try it and provide comments about possible improvements. The link is:
https://forms.gle/ZSJurbQvA3v9RAdSA .
This link along with an explanation of what it is for needs to be added to the SOA
anti-doping web page, as the web site will be the access route to the form. The
following text should be placed after the second paragraph of the Therapeutic Use
Exemption section: ‘Retired orienteers are not eligible for testing. This includes
orienteers who have indicated that they are temporarily retired because of health or
injury issues where the treatment may require temporary use of prohibited
substances. Registration of temporary retirement is performed through completion
of a form accessed by this link: https://forms.gle/ZSJurbQvA3v9RAdSA .
Retrospective application for temporary retirement is not permitted.’
The revised and approved policy has been added to the SOA Board anti-doping
folder as a word document. Once transformed to a pdf it will need to replace the
version currently on the SOA website.
I have also written a short note explaining the temporary retirement system that can
be posted on the website as a news item at the appropriate time.
Turning to the detail of the Google form, we still need to sort out where the

responses will appear and who has access to the responses plus the Google sheet
that accompanies the form.
The above adds up to a reasonable level of coordinated effort around SOA electronic
systems: mainly changes to the website but also addressing security of the form
responses and updating our listing and availability of current policies. These are
areas where I am unsure of who is doing what and I will leave these to the people
with authorisation to change/update these systems.
3. Board minutes is the easy action once they are approved and available.
Best wishes
Tim
PS Once the submission has been fully accepted I will look to transfer the 2 anti-doping
roles I currently hold in SOA. This will be a Q2 target.

